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5i Conseil now providing training on integrated
system with ROTOCONTROL, AVT and Domino
Training system features ROTOCONTROL RSI finishing machine, AVT Helios inspection system, and Domino
Ink Jet

Ahrensburg, Germany (November 06, 2009) - Ralph Beier, International Sales Manager, today
announced the installation of a complete inspection, slitting, rewinding machine system at 5i
Conseil in France based on the ROTOCONTROL RSI 330 inspection machine, Advanced Vision
Technology Helios inspection system, and Domino Ink Jet. The system provides hands-on training
to Operators across Europe, and was initiated by TMT Labels, the France distributor of
ROTOCONTROL product.
“ROTOCONTROL views the investment in training on inspection, slitting, rewinding machine
technology critical to the narrow web industry and are honoured to be included in this initiative”
states Ralph Beier. “We also appreciate the system integration and support provided by our
partners including 5i Conseil, Advanced Vision Technology, Domino and especially TMT Labels
who initated and led the program”.
Eric JUDEK, Consultant with 5iConseil commented, “We are continually seeking state-of-the-art
technology for our training facility. We train operators on a wide variety of materials and we can
now include inspection and inkjet printing as well. TMT Labels recommended the system we now
have incorporating ROTOCONTROL, Advanced Vision Technology and Domino which will benefit
Operators across Europe who train in our facility”.

Ralph Beier, ROTOCONTROL and Joseph Fédérico, 5i Conseil
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About 5i Conseil
5i Conseil is a team of professionals providing comprehensive expertise in printing processes,
packaging, materials and on production management. Geographically mobile, we are responsive to
all requests from our customers, including customized training, technical consulting or
development. By providing all the tools needed to recruit and train your staff, we prefer the
alternating sequences of theory and practice, ensuring better learning. The use of industrial
equipment in our two training centers can provide services tailored to your specific needs.
Contact:
5i Conseil
Eric JUDEK
Allee Des Cuirassiers Quartier Valmy
51800 SAINTE MENEHOULD
France
Phone + 33 (0) 3 26 60 93 52
Mail: ejudek@5iconseil.net
About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
To be updated on future ROTOCONTROL Company and Product announcements, visit the
company website at http://www.rotocontrol.com and subscribe to the Mailing List.
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